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Abstract: Online social networks (OSNs) have experienced tremendous growth in recent years and become a de facto portal 
for hundreds of millions of Internet users.Media sharing applications on internet contain a huge amount of pictures that need 
to be organized to facilitate browsing and retrieval. Images sent via online lately are becoming one of the main sources of 
attack to the client machine. Images are vulnerable to malicious embedded hidden data, most often because of the image 
contents are made attractive and code is hidden behind with executable. When those images are opened in some image 
viewer, they are vulnerable to execute the piece of code embedded in images, leaves behind the virus/worm on the machine. 
In the proposed system of image metadata extraction, there is provision of discarding the malicious images. This 
characterization is based upon the detailed skin tone analysis performed to affirm the presence of vulgar content in the 
images. We will try to show result experimentally that the proposed system performs well and fast in detecting vulgar 
images. The images should be reviewed whether they are malicious before they are opened so that the client can be 
prevented from being infected from malware.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The Internet has grown rapidly into an 
unprecedented huge image library in the last decade. 
However, there are now a mass of accessible vulgar 
and malicious images on the Internet which may lead 
to serious social problems among the young 
generation. It has become an important task to make 
the access to this type of material more. Increasing 
use of the social networking websites like Facebook, 
Orkut etc., lead to passing the spam images on user 
machine.  

In the current paper work the input to the system 
will be the images that reside on the client’s machine 
are assumed to be downloaded from social 
networking websites which the system shall check for 
suspicious content. The system will identify the 
image suspects by extracting the image metadata of 
image such as EXIF and image type information. 
Then, it will check for the vulgar images by 
performing the skin-tone analysis of image. The 
system will then check the modifications made in the 
image and identify and classify it as suspicious or 
non-suspicious with the help of pattern matching 
algorithm. The system will also store a candidate 
signature of unknown signature found in image so 
that an intelligence factor is added. The system will 
output the result of the suspect identification process. 
The system will ask client to take preventive action 
for a detected malicious image. The system will 
maintain a database of the images which are to be 
reviewed. The system will also maintain a database to 
store the patterns of the known threats so as to 
compare them with the image attributes of candidate 
image and identify as malicious. The final system 
would be reusable library written in C or C++.  

 

 
The system will have two major modules. The 

first one extracts all kind of meta-information from 
the image and calculates the skin tone percentage in 
that image. The second module uses this extracted 
data to create a pattern of malicious images and use 
that pattern to identify future suspect images. The 
system will be first trained with help of previously 
identified malicious images and use those images 
attribute pattern to generate a training pattern which 
will be used further for determining suspiciousness of 
candidate image. It will then perform analysis on the 
suspected images to check whether that image is 
having any kind of threat or malicious data. The 
Message Digest of the image will be stored in a 
separate flat file database along with image 
suspiciousness so that if the same image appears 
again, it will be handled primarily without further 
processing. Detection of scripts is done to identify 
presence of some scripting malicious code embedded 
in the image itself. If the system detects the malicious 
image then it will block the image and keep the 
record of that image and analyze the image metadata 
for identifying similar images in future.  

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. 
Section 2 represents related work in same field. In 
section 3 we present our methodology for the system. 
The details about the modules created will be given in 
this section. Section 4 depicts the suspicious image 
identification system which has been proposed. 
Statistical analysis in tabular form is done in section 5 
and finally conclusion is given in section 6. 
 
II. RELATED WORK 
 

The focus area for research projects has been 
metadata requirements for specific content object 
types, such as learning objects, still and moving 
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images, sound, and scholarly works. In the area of 
learning objects, a number of projects are concerned 
with what is loosely called “document 
categorization”; mostly this is related to semantic 
categorization, but may also categorize documents on 
the basis of non-semantic attributes. The primary 
technique involved here is to extract metadata from 
the context of the document, as opposed to its 
content. In the case of learning object metadata 
(LOM), for example, information can be gathered 
from creator profiles, learning content management 
systems, and learning management systems i.e. how 
the object is used, how it relates to other known 
objects, and where it is stored in another system. No 
tools to do this yet exist, however, and research on 
automatically generating LOM is still not yet far 
advanced, apart from some seminal work being done 
by the AMG team at Leuven [20]. 

Image metadata is a problematic and challenging 
area, although considerable advances have been made 
in the last few years.  Metadata may contain useful 
information for an investigator. Specifically, digital 
camera pictures may contain an Extended File 
Information (EXIF) header, which saves information 
about the camera that took the picture [1]. Image 
metadata extracted from associated text still seems to 
have a part to play, particularly for moving 
images/multimedia. Metadata serves many important 
purposes like data description, data browsing and data 
transfer. It provides additional context that makes a 
document or record more meaningful, accessible, and 
useful [20].  

 
Various roles of metadata in digital information 

system- [22] 
i) Increased accessibility- Effectiveness of 

searching can be significantly enhanced through the 
existence of rich and consistent metadata.  

ii) Interoperability- Describing a resource with 
metadata allows it to be understood by both humans 
and machines.  

iii) Multi-versioning- Multiple versions of the same 
object may be created for preservation, research, 
dissemination, or even product development 
purposes.  

iv) Legal issues-Metadata allows repositories to 
track the many layers of rights and reproduction 
information that exist for information objects and 
their multiple versions.  
    v) Preservation-Technical, descriptive, and 
preservation metadata help to know how a digital 
information object was created and maintained, how 
it behaves, and how it relates to other information 
objects.  
 

Previously successful content-based vulgar 
images filtering approaches are based on the use of 
statistical classifiers that solve the vulgar image 
detection problem as a classified problem, vulgar vs. 
non-vulgar [6]. Skin tone analysis is extensively used 

to detect the vulgar/pornographic images. Most of the 
vulgar images in social networks are JPEG format 
[5].Previous work in the area of skin tone detection 
was been primarily limited to the area of facial 
recognition. The algorithms used can be classified 
into two and three dimensional color space and 
adaptive thresholding [7]. However, not all images 
containing human skin correspondto suspicious 
images. Therefore, computed features should account 
not only for the presence of skin (amount ofskin 
pixels) in a given image, but also for the 
characteristics of the image (size, resolution, 
metadata, etc.). Mostof the already proposed content-
based suspicious image detection systems do not 
successfully distinguish between pornographic vulgar 
images and suspicious images. This is not a 
minorproblem because the filtering of non-porno 
nude imagesblocks the access to some art material. 
Therefore a good suspicious image filtering system 
should allow the user toenable/disable the filtering of 
images [6]. 

 
Content based image retrieval (CBIR) has been 

the subject of much research activity over the last 
decade. Ten years ago, image retrieval techniques 
were still quite limited. However, some progress has 
been made in the field of CBIR, and this is now the 
main focus of image retrieval research. Image 
retrieval is based on two levels of image content. The 
first identifies features such as color and texture, 
which may be enhanced by more recent technologies 
such as image segmentation. Second level tools are 
based on the recognition of semantic content, and 
high-level, i.e. conceptual, aspects of images. A great 
deal of current work involves machine learning, and 
training on very small sets of images for highly 
specific tasks,at present this looks too rudimentary for 
general application, although the rate of advance is 
very rapid in this field. It still seems, however, that 
retrieval results from manually catalogued images 
surpass those achieved using current image-based 
(visual) retrieval techniques. Much remains to be 
done and as yet there are few research projects in this 
area [11]. 

 
In current system the first task is to extract 

metadata such as EXIF info for which we have 
referred to the information given in  [1]. Next, we 
need to determine how to classify the images as 
suspect and non-suspects. For skin detection part we 
have referred the algorithm mentioned in [2][7]. The 
system also uses skin-detection principles described 
in [15]. The second part of the system is the analysis 
of the metadata to generate patterns of previously 
identified malicious images and to make probabilistic 
decision for suspicious images which can be done 
using the metadata such as EXIF information of the 
image. The statistical analysis of JPEG images to get 
a defined pattern for a particular subset of images is 
referred from the paper by Mahdian-Saic[16]. 
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III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
 

Our methodology consists of five basic steps: (i) 
extract basic metadata and EXIF information from 
the image. (ii) identify presence of hidden scripts 
inside the image. (iii) Perform skin-tone analysis for 
vulgar image identification. (iv) train the system with 
previously identified malicious images and generate 
patterns based on their meta-information.(v) analyze 
suspect image and determine suspicious degree by 
comparing generated pattern with current image’s 
pattern. 

 
3.1 Image Modeling  
 

 
Fig.1. Image Data Model Architecture for System 

Training 
 

For an efficient combination of content-based 
and image metadata retrieval in an image database, 
we propose here an original image data model able to 
integrate the different types of features, which is an 
extension of model proposed in [12] to integrate 
salient objects of images and the most commonly 
required similarity-based operations. The above 
model describes an image data in several levels of 
abstraction. It has two main spaces: the External 
Space that captures the general information 
associated to the image data that are external to the 
content of the image, and the Content Space that 
describes the content of the image not only using 
content-based representation, but also using metadata 
description.  
 

External Space is composed of three sub-spaces,  
(1) The context-oriented: The context-oriented sub 
space contains application-oriented data that are 
completely independent of the image content and 
have no impact on the image content description. For 
example, it contains information such as the image 
name, the image identity, path where the image is 
saved etc. (2) The domain oriented: The domain-
oriented subspace consists of the data that are directly 

or indirectly related to the image. For example, the 
previously associated record of images, MD5 hash 
keys of metadata in our case etc.(3) The image 
oriented sub-spaces: The image-oriented subspace 
captures the information that is directly associated to 
the image creation and type. For example, the image 
type, the format of image creation, the software used 
to modify image, date and time of the image belong 
to the image-oriented sub space. These data can 
significantly help the image content description. The 
Content Space describes the content of the image not 
only using content-based representation, but also 
using metadata description. The content space 
consists of (1) Physical features (skin color, number 
of pixels, illumination etc.) (2) Spatial (resolution, 
orientation etc.) and (3) Semantic features 
(suspiciousness degree, etc.). The model proposed 
here is designed in a manner that considers the visual 
features description of the images in online social 
networks. 
 
3.2 Metadata Extraction 
 

Information Extractor is a module that provides 
the facility for checking whether the image contains 
manipulated data or scripts by metadata extraction 
and whether the image is vulgar by skin-tone 
analysis. When the client requests for Meta-Data 
extraction, the system retrieves the image and checks 
for manipulation by extracting EXIF and metadata 
information andmakes request for analysis of image. 
The software extracts EXIF header of the image 
along with other Meta-Info such as image height, 
width and bit depth and aimed to store into the image 
structure. The MD5 digest of the image will be stored 
into flat file in future work. The software analyzes 
EXIF header and also checks for presence of scripts 
embedded inside the image data. The client is notified 
as malicious image if any script is found within 
image and will be used in pattern generation.  
 
3.3 Skin Tone Analysis 
 

Skin tone analysis is popular and useful 
technique for detecting the human body parts. The 
goal is to identify a suspect image by detecting the 
amount of skin exposed in an image. The image is 
accepted to extract into the skin detector. Using 
Bicubic interpolation technique the image is 
resampled. Bicubic interpolation technique is suitable 
to implement in digital camera design and is very 
computationally efficient. Bicubic goes one step 
beyond bilinear by considering the closest 4x4 
neighborhood of known pixels--for a total of 16 
pixels.  The skipping technique is applied on the re-
sampled image to detect skin pixels in a fast manner 
by processing lesser number of pixels for faster 
execution. Hybrid color filter of RGB and YCbCr is 
used because of the racial artifacts of skin tone as 
well as the illumination issues. Amount of pixels 
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marked as skin out of total pixels are calculated. If 
the count exceeds a pre-defined threshold, the image 
will be marked as suspicious.  
 
3.4 Pattern Generation for System Training 
 

The goal of this module is to perform statistical 
analysis on metadata of malicious images to generate 
patterns for future suspect identification, toupdate 
image attributes in the pattern database to add 
intelligence factor. If possible, modify the weights 
with respect to real-time traffic. Total five parameters 
are used in case of pattern database which consists of 
skin percentage, camera model, resolution, software 
used, date modified. Pattern database entries will be 
notified considering the count of the malicious 
images which contain hidden scripts. 

 
3.5 Suspect Identifier and Analysis 
 

This a module provides the facility for filtering 
out suspicious images by first generating patterns 
from already obtained malicious images and then 
performing statistical analysis over image metadata 
structure. After Meta-Information and Skin-tone 
analysis is performed, it will generate patterns by 
analyzing metadata of the images which have been 
identified as malicious. It will perform statistical 
analysis over images metadata structure to filter out 
suspicious ones and report the main process and ask 
to perform virus check. The goal in this module is to 
perform analysis of image and assign a degree of 
suspiciousness. The service provided by this module 
is to receive image attributes, request pattern, classify 
pattern, assign the suspiciousness degree.  

 
IV. SUSPICIOUS IMAGE 

IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM 
 
4.1 System Overview 
 

In this project work, we are aiming to make the 
product which is helpful for client for detecting the 
vulgar image. Client needs to work on machine 
without any disruptions from online threats. The 
Image Metadata Extraction for Suspicious Image 
Identification is a suspicious Image Identification 
system software, which will identify online images 
that may contain malicious executable code which 
can harm machines, and will maintain a pattern of 
such images using an intelligence algorithm and 
prevent future attacks by similar images.The 
following databases will be required in the system: (i) 
Image database - Database for storing all the local 
images. (2) Pattern database-Database for storing the 
pattern of attributes of images. Flat file database will 
be maintained for attributes of the images. (3) 
MD5database- flat file database for storing MD5 hash 
keys of processed images so that re-processing of 
same image is avoided and process is optimized.  

4.2 Proposed System 
The input to the system will be the images that 

reside on the client’s machine assumed to be 
downloaded from social networking websites and 
which the system shall check for suspicious 
content.The system will identify the image suspects 
by extracting the image metadata of image such as 
EXIF and image type information. Then, it will check 
for the vulgar images by performing the skin-tone 
analysis of image. The system will then check the 
modifications made in the image and identify and 
classify it as suspicious or non-suspicious with help 
of a pattern matching algorithm. The system will also 
store a candidate signature of unknown signature 
found in image so that an intelligence factor is added. 
The system will output the result of the suspect 
identification process. The system will ask client to 
take preventive action for a detected malicious image. 
The system will maintain a database of the images 
that are to be reviewed. The system will also maintain 
a database to store the patterns of the known threats 
so as to compare them with the image attributes of 
candidate image and identify as malicious.The system 
will reside on the client machine. It will keep a check 
on the images that are being accessed by the user. 
The system will identify possible candidates for 
threats by analyzing the meta-info of the images for 
any manipulation as well as locating images with a 
large portion of skin exposed. If a script such as PHP, 
JavaScript is detected embedded within the image 
file, the image is immediately classified as malicious 
without further analysis. Malicious images have a 
higher probability of falling into these categories, 
hence such images are first suspected for threats.  

Once these suspects are separated out, they are 
checked for malicious pattern of image using a 
pattern-based matching policy. The system will have 
a pre-defined set of image patterns of malicious 
images and it will make a comparison on whether the 
current image’s pattern matches any pre-defined 
pattern. If it does, the image is marked with a degree 
of suspiciousness and notified to the user.The 
remaining images, that were not suspected, are also 
authenticated in the similar manner, as it is not 
necessary for all malicious images to fall in same 
category. This will strengthen the security further. 

The system will provide a primitive UI to the 
user. This would be a command-driven interaction, to 
invoke the system so as to run the software. The user 
has minimum interaction with the software. Once the 
user executes the command to run the software, there 
is no further need of the user to interact with the 
system. The software will do its work and provide a 
status of ongoing activity. The system will provide 
user with information such as which images have 
been suspected and degree of suspiciousness for each 
image.We will be maintaining a large set of images 
locally on the machine itself, assuming that these 
images have been downloaded by the user through 
some website. We will assume that all the images 
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flowing into the system are of JPEG format only as 
this is the most widely used format online as well as 
used in all image-creation devices. 
 
4.3 Software System Attributes 
 

i) Availability: The system will constantly be 
keeping a track on the images being accessed the 
client. The availability of the system will depend 
upon the throughput, the number of images the 
system can process per unit time. The real time load 
over the system would also affect its performance.  

ii)Security: The basic aim of the system is to 
provide security to the client machines against the 
attacks through malicious images. The system will 
provide protection against the malicious images by 
identifying suspicious degree using previously 
determined patterns.  
By use of added intelligence factor to classify image 
patterns, future attacks by similar images will be 
prevented.  

iii) Robustness: The robustness of the system will 
completely depend upon the algorithm we use to 
identify and classify malicious images. The rich set of 
signature pattern will guarantee robustness of the 
system. 
 
V. STATISTICS 
 

The suspicious image identification system as 
described above was implemented and tested using 
the Compaq database of the analyzed images. We 
considered five attributes ( skin percent, resolution, 
date modified, software used, camera model ) for 
statistical analysis of image and each attribute will be 
divided into classes having standard range values. 
Weights assigned for each attribute is as follow: (out 
of 100)-Skin percent (35%), - date modified (25%), -
software used (20%),-resolution (10%), -make (10%). 
 
Formula used to calculate the suspiciousness degree: 
 

S =  ( 푊푖 ∗ 푃푖푗 )               (1) 
 

Here, W is the weight of ithattribute and P is the 
percent of ith attribute in jth class. Probabilistic 
suspiciousness degree is calculated by using the 
trained datasets and the numerical value will be 
displayed.  

The database of the analyzed images was used in 
order to measure the error rates of the skin tone 
analysis. For the purpose of our testing Type I 
denotes the false positives (i.e. “non-skin” images 
which have been detected as the “skin”) and Type II 
denotes the missed detection (i.e. “skin” images 
which have been classified as “non-skin”). For the 
given functional requirements nature of the skin tone 
analysis is critical so false positives also contain other 
errors apart from the missed skin pixels. The client 

here still has the ultimateresponsibility to determine 
what is contraband and what is not.  

The image database contains more than 1500 
images downloaded from online social network and 
World Wide Web. When our system was tested 
against 500 sample images selected randomly from 
database following error rates are obtained: 

Type I error rate (false positives) = 8.3% 
Type II error rate (missed detections) = 0.85% 

 
Table I. Comparison of our method with previous 

methods for skin tone analysis. 
Methods True 

Positives 
False 

Positives 
Ref. 

Proposed 86.2 % 8.3% - 
Color 
based 

85.8 % 7.5 % [17] 

Color and 
Texture 

79.3 % 11.3 % [18] 

WIPE 96.0 % 9.0 % [19] 
 
Table II. Statistics of analyzed images. 

Processed Images 1886 
Repeated Images 77 
Corrupted Files / Image Type not 
Supported 

21 

JPEG Images Analyzed 1788 
Normal Images 1354 

(75.72%) 
Highly Suspicious Images 
(suspicious  degree > 75) 

84 
(0.046%) 

 
The result indicates that True Positives rate 

increased as compared to previous methods and 
missed detection error greatly reduced, which fits our 
functional constraints of the suspicious image 
identification system. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 

“Suspicious Image Identification using EXIF 
metadata” is the proposed system in the form of a re-
usable library which will help in identifying 
suspicious images in a probabilistic approach so as to 
improve real-time performance of the system. The 
use of intelligence factor to first train the system 
using malicious image attributes helps in better 
prediction of suspiciousness in images. The proposed 
scheme results into calculation of the skin content in 
image. The system will reside on the client machine. 
The system will identify possible candidates for 
threats by analyzing the meta-info of the images for 
any manipulation as well as locating images with a 
large portion of skin exposed. If a hidden script is 
detected which is embedded within the image file, the 
image is immediately classified as malicious without 
further analysis. Optimization in the form of MD5 
checking of each image will be achieved, so that 
whenever an image arrives which has already been 
processed, it will be discarded and thus redundant 
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processing will be prevented, hence increasing the 
overall throughput. The main focus is to improve 
real-time performance, as in real-time it is very 
expensive in terms of time and bandwidth to check 
reputation of each and every image with a 3rd party 
software (e.g. Google Safe Browsing). So this system 
is targeted to reside on the client machine and will 
identify highly suspicious images there itself and thus 
it reduces the overhead of communication with a third 
party. 
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